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" . . . What?" Leon asked astonished .

Leon couldn't believe his ears, so he asked that on a foolish tone . He was
making a face as if he was a kid who just learned that Santa Claus doesn't
exist . . .

" I left two years ago . . . " Leon said . "What kind of joke is this?"

"What?" Anton frowned . "You left almost twenty years ago . . . "

Again, Leon couldn't believe his ears . That didn't make any sense . If that
was a joke, Anton was going a bit too far . He knew that Leon's goal was to
return home, and that kind of thing was bad for his heart .

"No, no, no . . . "Leon massaged his eyebrows . "You didn't say that twenty
years have passed since I left . . . you said twenty months, right?"

" . . . It looks like the assimilation affects the worlds much more than we
imagined," Anton said . "Most likely, time passes ten times more slowly . The
higher the planet is on the stage of assimilation . "



That was the last thing Leon wanted to hear, he considered the possibility that
something like that would happen in different worlds, but he didn't consider
that the process of assimilation would cause that, much less be so drastic .

"Three and a half years . . . it means thirty-five years . . . " Leon's face turned
white . "two years there, was twenty years here . . . then two hundred years on
Earth . . .

Leon started to tremble, that was a bad joke . . . that had to be a bad joke, it
has to be . He couldn't, nor did he want to believe that two hundred years
have passed on Earth since the time he left .

"Damn it . . . that fucking bastard . . . " Leon bit his lips . "I would kill him If

he were alive . "

" . . . What are you talking about?" Anton said .

"I'm talking about your dead fucking leader!" Leon shouted . "The bastard
probably knew that, and he didn't tell me . . . fucking asshole . "

The moment Leon said that the guards prepared themselves to attack .
However, using Telekinesis, Leon sent them flying toward the walls of the

research center . After that, he locked them there, creating steel rings .

"Try to attack me again, and the next time I will bury all of you alive," Leon
declared .

Without waiting for them to resist, Leon flew toward the north, where he was
hoping to find the building where Darya was . He still couldn't believe what



he heard, but little by little, things started to make sense . That kind of time
dilation was probably part of the system, even if a powerful being can't act
directly on some worlds, he could send and train powerful minions to those
places and do the dirty job for him . That time dilation was a means to help
the inhabitants of the new worlds being assimilated to have enough time to
grow stronger . Leon didn't know if that was a natural thing or not, but it was
terrible for him nonetheless .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"While I was on Dasaliv or Celosie, a dungeon connecting this world to Earth
could have appeared… Shit, shit… why my luck has to be so rotten…"

"That damn lizard bastard… I will kill him! I will kill him in the most painful

way possible!"

It didn't take long for Leon to find another massive building, that was
probably the place where Darya was . Since now he couldn't waste even a
second, Leon broke the windows of the top floor only to find Darya talking
with men and women . They seemed to be high-ranked officials, but Leon
couldn't care less about that .

"All of you, leave," Leon said . "I need to talk with her . "

"You!" Darya got up, annoyed .

"Give them the order to them leave, now," Leon ordered . "Or they will leave
using the windows, and I will make sure that they won't be able to use Fly or
Telekinesis . "



Although those people were powerful, they hesitated to face Leon . They
grew stronger over the last twenty years, but their mana still couldn't be
compared to Leon's . In fact, some of them still could remember him and

even remember the stated he brought Donan back to the surface . He wasn't
someone they had any chances of winning, even by joining their
forces .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });
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"I'm running out of patience here…" Leon said and then took out the
Malahk's sword from his magic box .

"It is okay…" Darya said . "We will resume this meeting later . Go, he doesn't
have any intentions of killing me . "



Darya's tone was much different since the last time Leon heard her, even
though her overall appearance didn't change all that much . In those twenty
years, she didn't only inherit Donan's position . She became the true leader of
that world . That was obvious since no one dared to disobey her . Leon was
happy to see Darya, despite the unpleasantness she was showing in her eyes…
Still, there was no time to chat .

"Did he tell you?" Leon asked .

"Who told me what?" Darya frowned .

"Your grandfather… did he told you about time dilation?" Leon asked again .

"Time dilation? He never mentioned anything like it…" Darya said . "Did you
discover something about that subject?"

In the end, there was no point for that shadowy figure to say anything about
the differences of time on different planets . Leon just went ahead assumed
that was the case because he was too mad… that kind of information only
interested Leon, because he was the only one who could travel between
planets and was far away from his own planet .

. . . What? Leon asked astonished .

Leon couldnt believe his ears, so he asked that on a foolish tone . He was
making a face as if he was a kid who just learned that Santa Claus doesnt
exist . . .

I left two years ago . . . Leon said . What kind of joke is this?



What? Anton frowned . You left almost twenty years ago . . .

Again, Leon couldnt believe his ears . That didnt make any sense . If that was
a joke, Anton was going a bit too far . He knew that Leons goal was to return

home, and that kind of thing was bad for his heart .

No, no, no . . . Leon massaged his eyebrows . You didnt say that twenty years
have passed since I left . . . you said twenty months, right?

. . . It looks like the assimilation affects the worlds much more than we
imagined, Anton said . Most likely, time passes ten times more slowly . The
higher the planet is on the stage of assimilation .

That was the last thing Leon wanted to hear, he considered the possibility that
something like that would happen in different worlds, but he didnt consider
that the process of assimilation would cause that, much less be so drastic .

Three and a half years . . . it means thirty-five years . . . Leons face turned
white . two years there, was twenty years here . . . then two hundred years on
Earth . . .

Leon started to tremble, that was a bad joke . . . that had to be a bad joke, it
has to be . He couldnt, nor did he want to believe that two hundred years have
passed on Earth since the time he left .

Damn it . . . that fucking bastard . . . Leon bit his lips . I would kill him If he

were alive .

. . . What are you talking about? Anton said .



Im talking about your dead fucking leader! Leon shouted . The bastard
probably knew that, and he didnt tell me . . . fucking asshole .

The moment Leon said that the guards prepared themselves to attack .
However, using Telekinesis, Leon sent them flying toward the walls of the

research center . After that, he locked them there, creating steel rings .

Try to attack me again, and the next time I will bury all of you alive, Leon
declared .

Without waiting for them to resist, Leon flew toward the north, where he was
hoping to find the building where Darya was . He still couldnt believe what
he heard, but little by little, things started to make sense . That kind of time
dilation was probably part of the system, even if a powerful being cant act
directly on some worlds, he could send and train powerful minions to those
places and do the dirty job for him . That time dilation was a means to help
the inhabitants of the new worlds being assimilated to have enough time to
grow stronger . Leon didnt know if that was a natural thing or not, but it was
terrible for him nonetheless .

While I was on Dasaliv or Celosie, a dungeon connecting this world to Earth
could have appeared… Shit, shit… why my luck has to be so rotten…

That damn lizard bastard… I will kill him! I will kill him in the most painful

way possible!

It didnt take long for Leon to find another massive building, that was
probably the place where Darya was . Since now he couldnt waste even a

second, Leon broke the windows of the top floor only to find Darya talking



with men and women . They seemed to be high-ranked officials, but Leon
couldnt care less about that .

All of you, leave, Leon said . I need to talk with her .

You! Darya got up, annoyed .

Give them the order to them leave, now, Leon ordered . Or they will leave
using the windows, and I will make sure that they wont be able to use Fly or
Telekinesis .

Although those people were powerful, they hesitated to face Leon . They
grew stronger over the last twenty years, but their mana still couldnt be
compared to Leons . In fact, some of them still could remember him and even

remember the stated he brought Donan back to the surface . He wasnt
someone they had any chances of winning, even by joining their forces .
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. . .

Im running out of patience here… Leon said and then took out the Malahks
sword from his magic box .

It is okay… Darya said . We will resume this meeting later . Go, he doesnt
have any intentions of killing me .

Daryas tone was much different since the last time Leon heard her, even
though her overall appearance didnt change all that much . In those twenty
years, she didnt only inherit Donans position . She became the true leader of
that world . That was obvious since no one dared to disobey her . Leon was
happy to see Darya, despite the unpleasantness she was showing in her eyes…
Still, there was no time to chat .

Did he tell you? Leon asked .

Who told me what? Darya frowned .

Your grandfather… did he told you about time dilation? Leon asked again .

Time dilation? He never mentioned anything like it… Darya said . Did you
discover something about that subject?

In the end, there was no point for that shadowy figure to say anything about
the differences of time on different planets . Leon just went ahead assumed
that was the case because he was too mad… that kind of information only
interested Leon, because he was the only one who could travel between
planets and was far away from his own planet .
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Although that was impossible for the time being, Leon decided to share the
knowledge with Darya, because in the future, they might have the technology
to travel to a world that is a lower stage of assimilation . They could send
their soldiers to that world to practice their skills and obtain power faster…
even though the enemies would be weaker .

"I see… times pass ten times faster in worlds that are in the lower stages of

assimilation," Darya nodded to herself . "I guess we must study and improve
our movement spells more and also develop our telescopes . About that, what
did you…"

"Forget about that," Leon said . "Did any new dungeon appeared while I was

away? Did one of the inactive dungeons became active again, and beings like
me started to appear?"

"No… we monitor all dungeons down below," Darya answered . "I also go
there quite frequently, and I have never seen anyone like you . "

That was a stupid question, considering how much the people of Miebos

changed in just a few decades, it wouldn't be weird that the humans of the
earth changed and evolved .

"Did you see any sentient being leaving the dungeons?" Leon asked .



"… Only the liches, and they are not even that smart . " Darya frowned .

"Shit… shit!" Leon shouted and punched the floor, making the entire building
tremble . "Why it has to be like this? Damn you… fucking lizard . "
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. . .

It took quite a while for Leon to calm down, he wasn't holding back his anger,
much less his strength . Although he was tapping his feet on the ground,
slowly, the whole room was getting full of cracks .

"… Did your grandfather said anything to you?" Leon said after breathing in
deeply for several minutes . "How did he die?"



"We analyzed his body after the death, but we didn't find the cause," Darya
looked away, trying to hide her sadness . "The only thing we discovered was
that his internal organs just aged too much for some reason… we checked the
bodies of the warriors that once lived down below, but we didn't find any
anomaly . So, the cause wasn't the distribution of his status… the cause was

most likely a disease that we can't identify with our technology . "

"I see…" Leon said .

That was a bit suspicious, but Leon had many reasons to believe that the
cause of his death was the shadowy figure . He gave Donan powers that his
body couldn't withstand, even though he used it just a few times, the price to
use it was too high… it wasn't a power he obtained naturally, after all .

"He didn't say anything in particular on his last days…" Darya added . "He
only said that we shouldn't get near the liches area . "

Still… now Leon was facing a problem thanks to him . Should he tell Darya
what he did? That he erased her memories time and time again and that he

possibly sold his planet for an unknown being? Considering that Darya was

now on his position and was working hard to proceed with his 'legacy' the
answer was obvious… or so Leon thought at first . It was impossible to
know… Darya was forty years old, even though she looked young as ever,
she spent thirty years of her life working for her grandfather, and then of
those she was being treated like a tool . She looked happy when she recalled
the moments she spent with her grandfather, what would happen to her if the
last twenty years of her life were based on a lie?

"It doesn't matter, even I tell her… she won't believe…"



Believe in the words of a relative that treated her well for years or believe in
the words of a violent invader? Any sane person would choose the first

option…

"… Why are you so quiet?" Darya asked .

"It is nothing…" Leon sighed . "Here, this is a building the harvesters used to
rest . It has many interesting machines inside . Eventually, your researchers
will be able to understand how it works… it will be handy for the future of
this world . Don't try to use it in the middle of the city, though . You will end
up destroying several buildings . "

"… Why are you giving me this?" Darya frowned .

"I want to have access to all the archives on the research center, and I want to
make use of the soldiers you guys train there," Leon said .

"What?!" Darya asked, shocked .

"I won't reveal the things I learn there to anyone, and I won't kill any of your
subordinates," Leon declared . "That being said, they will get hurt… many

times . "

"This is…" Darya hesitated .

"I guess this isn't enough… I will teach your people how to produce mithril .
" Leon said . "However, if any of you try to stop me, get on my way, or betray
me, prepare yourselves . My retribution will only end when I see this whole
continent underwater . "



Leon didn't enjoy threatening someone who was once a friend, but in order to
prevent the worst-case scenario, he had to make that clear . He didn't feel
good causing the end of two races, but he won't stop with two if he is
betrayed again . Even if a friend betrays him, he won't be merciful…

Although that was impossible for the time being, Leon decided to share the
knowledge with Darya, because in the future, they might have the technology
to travel to a world that is a lower stage of assimilation . They could send
their soldiers to that world to practice their skills and obtain power faster…
even though the enemies would be weaker .

I see… times pass ten times faster in worlds that are in the lower stages of
assimilation, Darya nodded to herself . I guess we must study and improve
our movement spells more and also develop our telescopes . About that, what
did you…

Forget about that, Leon said . Did any new dungeon appeared while I was

away? Did one of the inactive dungeons became active again, and beings like
me started to appear?

No… we monitor all dungeons down below, Darya answered . I also go there
quite frequently, and I have never seen anyone like you .

That was a stupid question, considering how much the people of Miebos

changed in just a few decades, it wouldnt be weird that the humans of the
earth changed and evolved .

Did you see any sentient being leaving the dungeons? Leon asked .



… Only the liches, and they are not even that smart . Darya frowned .

Shit… shit! Leon shouted and punched the floor, making the entire building
tremble . Why it has to be like this? Damn you… fucking lizard .
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It took quite a while for Leon to calm down, he wasnt holding back his anger,
much less his strength . Although he was tapping his feet on the ground,
slowly, the whole room was getting full of cracks .

… Did your grandfather said anything to you? Leon said after breathing in

deeply for several minutes . How did he die?



We analyzed his body after the death, but we didnt find the cause, Darya
looked away, trying to hide her sadness . The only thing we discovered was
that his internal organs just aged too much for some reason… we checked the
bodies of the warriors that once lived down below, but we didnt find any
anomaly . So, the cause wasnt the distribution of his status… the cause was

most likely a disease that we cant identify with our technology .

I see… Leon said .

That was a bit suspicious, but Leon had many reasons to believe that the
cause of his death was the shadowy figure . He gave Donan powers that his
body couldnt withstand, even though he used it just a few times, the price to
use it was too high… it wasnt a power he obtained naturally, after all .

He didnt say anything in particular on his last days… Darya added . He only
said that we shouldnt get near the liches area .

Still… now Leon was facing a problem thanks to him . Should he tell Darya
what he did? That he erased her memories time and time again and that he

possibly sold his planet for an unknown being? Considering that Darya was

now on his position and was working hard to proceed with his legacy the
answer was obvious… or so Leon thought at first . It was impossible to
know… Darya was forty years old, even though she looked young as ever,
she spent thirty years of her life working for her grandfather, and then of
those she was being treated like a tool . She looked happy when she recalled
the moments she spent with her grandfather, what would happen to her if the
last twenty years of her life were based on a lie?

It doesnt matter, even I tell her… she wont believe…



Believe in the words of a relative that treated her well for years or believe in
the words of a violent invader? Any sane person would choose the first

option…

… Why are you so quiet? Darya asked .

It is nothing… Leon sighed . Here, this is a building the harvesters used to
rest . It has many interesting machines inside . Eventually, your researchers
will be able to understand how it works… it will be handy for the future of
this world . Dont try to use it in the middle of the city, though . You will end
up destroying several buildings .

… Why are you giving me this? Darya frowned .

I want to have access to all the archives on the research center, and I want to
make use of the soldiers you guys train there, Leon said .

What?! Darya asked, shocked .

I wont reveal the things I learn there to anyone, and I wont kill any of your
subordinates, Leon declared . That being said, they will get hurt… many

times .

This is… Darya hesitated .

I guess this isnt enough… I will teach your people how to produce mithril .
Leon said . However, if any of you try to stop me, get on my way, or betray
me, prepare yourselves . My retribution will only end when I see this whole
continent underwater .



Leon didnt enjoy threatening someone who was once a friend, but in order to
prevent the worst-case scenario, he had to make that clear . He didnt feel
good causing the end of two races, but he wont stop with two if he is betrayed
again . Even if a friend betrays him, he wont be merciful…
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Leon didn't have time to think about motivation or things like that . He
decided to use the research center at his own convenience to get stronger as
fast as he could . So, after giving Darya the tower and the knowledge of how
to create mithril, he flew to the research center and went to the archives room

while Darya was telling everyone what Leon wanted to do there and how
things would proceed for a while .

Much to Leon's surprise, several sections had information about how to learn

some warrior's techniques . Those would be useful, but Leon wouldn't have
many chances to train it .
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Leon started learning the first spells he found, and that seemed easy to
replicate . He also practiced them until they reached level thirty, the last three
were somewhat easy to learn because Leon saw a similar spell before . . . the
Prison of Light . Leon just had to create elemental arrows around the target,
and then he learned it . . . after practicing and becoming fast enough .



Sponsored Content
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After spending the first-night practicing those spell and leveling them up,
Leon sparred with the soldiers of the building . Leon vs . ten mages . . . and
he couldn't use magic . However, that much was fine . He wasn't practicing
with them to obtain fight experience . It was to obtain mana for Soul Eater .

While he was flying around the massive training field and dodging the
numerous magic projectiles being shot at him, Leon attacked them using

Telekinesis and Soul Eater . The power of Soul Eater was the same as the
strength of its user, even though it wasn't a weapon that was made for the
battlefield, Leon could easily behead those soldiers . . . after he absorbed the
mana that kept their Mana Armor active .

Although Leon went easy on them to absorb their mana, they didn't last even
two hours . Another group came, but they weren't much better . . . in the end,
Leon obtained fifteen million points of mana after defeating ten groups of ten
soldiers .

"Hunting krakens and ancient whales is more efficient to store mana . . . but
I guess it can't be helped . Regardless, now that I can face several targets . . .
I guess it is a good time to level up Slow . "

Congratulations! The skill Slow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Slow has leveled up .
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. . .

The cost to keep that skill active was absurd, but once Leon gave the order to
someone plant his blue angel plants, the problem had been solved . To speed
things up, even more, he planned to hire one hundred people to produce mana
liquid for him . But Darya managed to hire the people for free . . . at least that
was what Leon thought, she just used her influence . Besides, the information
of a stranger using the research center at his own convenience couldn't spread,
so she choose a group of people who wouldn't spread the word . . . she was
preventing information leak .

"I guess she is a totally different person now . The current Darya is the person
this world needs, and it would be too cruel to reveal what I know . That being
said, not revealing it would be cruel . I guess the best option is the one who
makes her suffer less . . . Regardless, I guess training isn't enough . I will ask
Darya to investigate the other worlds in order to find a possible connection to
the earth . It would be advantageous if they find a spirit, but the chances of
that are low . . . "



The chances of Darya risking her soldiers to do that were also quite low, but
it wouldn't hurt to ask . Anyway, Leon also decided to transfer some coins to
Darya in order to make her duplicate the production of blue angel leaves .
Most likely, Soul Eater could work against all enemies, but Leon had no
intention of getting close to the shadowy figure or even attack with it to
absorb mana . At least, not until he has a good grasp of the enemy's skills . So,
if that weren't possible, Leon would use the blue angel leaves to increase the
mana stored .

Congratulations! The skill Swordsmanship has leveled up .
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Despite the growth of Swordsmanship, Leon wouldn't use Soul Eater up close,
no matter what . Still, he could only hope that the shadowy figure wouldn't
notice the effects of such a weapon . Otherwise, Leon would be in dire straits
if the weapon would break in the middle of the battle .



"Now that I have the means to store mana and recover my energy, I guess I
should invest all my free status points on intelligence . That way, my raw
power will increase, and I will be able to damage the shadowy figure
more . . . Thus decreasing the chances of myself getting hurt . "

It was a risky plan, but against a creature that managed to kill a high-leveled
fragment of a spirit and is continually absorbing the mana of several
worlds . . . such risks were necessary . Besides, it wasn't like Leon would
have all that many chances to escape in the case is defeated . . . If he fails,
perhaps it would be less painful die than return to Earth after five hundred or
maybe one thousand years . . .

Leon didnt have time to think about motivation or things like that . He
decided to use the research center at his own convenience to get stronger as
fast as he could . So, after giving Darya the tower and the knowledge of how
to create mithril, he flew to the research center and went to the archives room

while Darya was telling everyone what Leon wanted to do there and how
things would proceed for a while .

Much to Leons surprise, several sections had information about how to learn

some warriors techniques . Those would be useful, but Leon wouldnt have
many chances to train it .
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Congratulations! The skill Prison of Fire has leveled up .
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Leon started learning the first spells he found, and that seemed easy to
replicate . He also practiced them until they reached level thirty, the last three
were somewhat easy to learn because Leon saw a similar spell before . . . the
Prison of Light . Leon just had to create elemental arrows around the target,
and then he learned it . . . after practicing and becoming fast enough .

After spending the first-night practicing those spell and leveling them up,
Leon sparred with the soldiers of the building . Leon vs . ten mages . . . and
he couldnt use magic . However, that much was fine . He wasnt practicing
with them to obtain fight experience . It was to obtain mana for Soul Eater .



While he was flying around the massive training field and dodging the
numerous magic projectiles being shot at him, Leon attacked them using

Telekinesis and Soul Eater . The power of Soul Eater was the same as the
strength of its user, even though it wasnt a weapon that was made for the
battlefield, Leon could easily behead those soldiers . . . after he absorbed the
mana that kept their Mana Armor active .

Although Leon went easy on them to absorb their mana, they didnt last even
two hours . Another group came, but they werent much better . . . in the end,
Leon obtained fifteen million points of mana after defeating ten groups of ten
soldiers .

Hunting krakens and ancient whales is more efficient to store mana . . . but I
guess it cant be helped . Regardless, now that I can face several targets . . . I
guess it is a good time to level up Slow .
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The cost to keep that skill active was absurd, but once Leon gave the order to
someone plant his blue angel plants, the problem had been solved . To speed
things up, even more, he planned to hire one hundred people to produce mana
liquid for him . But Darya managed to hire the people for free . . . at least that
was what Leon thought, she just used her influence . Besides, the information
of a stranger using the research center at his own convenience couldnt spread,
so she choose a group of people who wouldnt spread the word . . . she was
preventing information leak .

I guess she is a totally different person now . The current Darya is the person
this world needs, and it would be too cruel to reveal what I know . That being
said, not revealing it would be cruel . I guess the best option is the one who
makes her suffer less . . . Regardless, I guess training isnt enough . I will ask
Darya to investigate the other worlds in order to find a possible connection to
the earth . It would be advantageous if they find a spirit, but the chances of
that are low . . .

The chances of Darya risking her soldiers to do that were also quite low, but
it wouldnt hurt to ask . Anyway, Leon also decided to transfer some coins to
Darya in order to make her duplicate the production of blue angel leaves .
Most likely, Soul Eater could work against all enemies, but Leon had no
intention of getting close to the shadowy figure or even attack with it to
absorb mana . At least, not until he has a good grasp of the enemys skills . So,
if that werent possible, Leon would use the blue angel leaves to increase the
mana stored .

Congratulations! The skill Swordsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! The skill Swordsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Swordsmanship has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Despite the growth of Swordsmanship, Leon wouldnt use Soul Eater up close,
no matter what . Still, he could only hope that the shadowy figure wouldnt
notice the effects of such a weapon . Otherwise, Leon would be in dire straits
if the weapon would break in the middle of the battle .

Now that I have the means to store mana and recover my energy, I guess I
should invest all my free status points on intelligence . That way, my raw
power will increase, and I will be able to damage the shadowy figure
more . . . Thus decreasing the chances of myself getting hurt .

It was a risky plan, but against a creature that managed to kill a high-leveled
fragment of a spirit and is continually absorbing the mana of several
worlds . . . such risks were necessary . Besides, it wasnt like Leon would
have all that many chances to escape in the case is defeated . . . If he fails,
perhaps it would be less painful die than return to Earth after five hundred or
maybe one thousand years . . .
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Congratulations! The skill Earthquake has leveled up .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heat Wave has leveled up .

Cost: 50

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Fang has leveled up .

Cost: 30

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Fang has leveled up .

Cost: 25

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Fang has leveled up .



Cost: 25

You obtained 01 status points .

Although the people of Miebos focused on increasing the power of their
Pyromancy, Geomancy, Criomancy, and skills like that, they sure knew how

to emulate several easy spells . Leon was quite interested in learning
Cryomancy, but it looked like it would take a while, so he decided to try that
later . He already knew what to do, he just had to practice, but bending ice
wasn't easy .

"Ice Fang, huh," Leon said while looking at the ice projectile in the shape of a
small wolf head . "It is pretty cool . . . I wish I had the leisure to attack using
cool spells instead of only the powerful ones . "

Although Leon was keeping the pace of learning a new spell every day and
leveling it up until to the level thirty, he wasn't satisfied enough with that .
His magic attacks became three times stronger since he had a lot of free status
points; it was all thanks to the fact that he leveled up almost all his skills to
the level thirty . . . Still, it wasn't enough . Leon wasn't unsatisfied because
the Sword of Light was now three times stronger, it was because he didn't
know if only attacking would grant him the victory .

"The shadowy figure can teleport, so I will have to increase my speed many
times if I want to have the reflexes to escape his attacks or anything he throws
at me . I can't put points into speed, so my only option is to level up Haste
and Electric Armor . "

Leveling up Haste wasn't a problem, the cost was, but that was another
matter . . . However, using Electric Armor wasn't only very costly to his



mana, but his health as well . After hearing about Donan's death, Leon got
quite wary of Electric Armor, it wasn't as powerful as Dark Aura, but it had
several similarities . Even though mana increased the lifespan of everyone,
Donan still died due to the effects of Dark Aura . . . So, Leon had to be
careful with those skills that boost his physical abilities . Despite all that, it
wasn't like he had any other option . Leon would use Transfer, but only that
wasn't enough . Just like before, the shadowy figure moved a big distance
instantly when Leon met him for the first time . To avoid that kind of power,
he would need lightning reflexes .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



"Ugh, it is painful, but eventually Thunder Resistance will level up, and the
pain will decrease . . . probably . Besides, leveling up two skills at the same
time is very convenient . . . "

Once Leon deactivated Electric Armor, he saw the burn marks all over his

body . . . It already reached a point where Regeneration alone couldn't help
his body fast enough . . . Even though Regeneration was at a higher level .

"No pain, no gain . . . "

Although Leon could see his spells becoming faster and stronger, he didn't
test the power of his skills on a real enemy . Most of his spells made the
training field tremble when he was practicing then, but Leon was missing the
feeling of feedback when he attacks someone . So, as a test, he decided to use
Gravity on the guys of the research center . . . the result had been very
satisfactory . Since every one thousand points, the power of Leon's magic
power increased by one hundred percent . His Gravity now could stop the

mages of the research in less than a second . In fact, the pressure of his skill
had been so powerful that their legs snapped, and some started to choke .

"I guess putting all my points in intelligence was a good choice . . . I should
keep doing this for the time being . The problem is . . . for how long?"

Leon couldn't wait to see how powerful the Sword of Light had become, but
he wouldn't find a suitable target on that planet . Besides, if Leon uses such
an attack, the undead trent might feel it and inform its master . . . It was a
much better idea to keep increasing the expectation and then surprise the
shadowy figure with everything he has . In any case, if more than a hundred
years have passed on Earth, then the place was probably already on the
second stage of assimilation . Time was passing on Miebos at the same time



on Earth, but it was hard to know for how long Miebos would stay on that

stage . . . that world was full of mages, after all .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 9432 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +

Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 4915 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1201 +



Willpower: 134 +

Coins:206,214,423

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Spear of Light Lv 220, Sword of Light Lv 363, Thunder
Storm Lv 250, Fire Storm Lv 280, Ice Meteor Lv 330, Aura Blade Lv 340,
Battle Aura Lv 350, Electromancy Lv 71, Electric Armor Lv 61, Summon
Lesser Thunder Spirit Lv 71, Thunder Blessing Lv 71, Electri Rope Lv 30,
Thunder Slash Lv 30, Orb of Magma Lv 30, Fire Slash Lv 30, Ice Slash Lv
30, Earth Slash Lv 30, Sunburn Lv 30, Prison of Fire Lv 30, Prison of Ice
Lv 30, Prison of Earth Lv 30, Earthquake Lv 30, Heat Wave Lv 30, Ice
Fang Lv 30, Fire Fang Lv 30, Earth Fang Lv 30,

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 75, Rage Lv 107, Swordmanship Lv 76,
Ax Mastery Lv 30, Whip Mastery Lv 30, Sleep Resistance Lv 80, Thunder
Resistance Lv 200, Lion's Pride Lv 185,

Congratulations! The skill Earthquake has leveled up .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Heat Wave has leveled up .



Cost: 50

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Ice Fang has leveled up .

Cost: 30

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Fang has leveled up .

Cost: 25

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Fang has leveled up .

Cost: 25

You obtained 01 status points .

Although the people of Miebos focused on increasing the power of their
Pyromancy, Geomancy, Criomancy, and skills like that, they sure knew how

to emulate several easy spells . Leon was quite interested in learning
Cryomancy, but it looked like it would take a while, so he decided to try that
later . He already knew what to do, he just had to practice, but bending ice
wasnt easy .



Ice Fang, huh, Leon said while looking at the ice projectile in the shape of a
small wolf head . It is pretty cool . . . I wish I had the leisure to attack using
cool spells instead of only the powerful ones .

Although Leon was keeping the pace of learning a new spell every day and
leveling it up until to the level thirty, he wasnt satisfied enough with that . His
magic attacks became three times stronger since he had a lot of free status
points; it was all thanks to the fact that he leveled up almost all his skills to
the level thirty . . . Still, it wasnt enough . Leon wasnt unsatisfied because the
Sword of Light was now three times stronger, it was because he didnt know if

only attacking would grant him the victory .

The shadowy figure can teleport, so I will have to increase my speed many
times if I want to have the reflexes to escape his attacks or anything he throws
at me . I cant put points into speed, so my only option is to level up Haste and
Electric Armor .

Leveling up Haste wasnt a problem, the cost was, but that was another
matter . . . However, using Electric Armor wasnt only very costly to his mana,
but his health as well . After hearing about Donans death, Leon got quite
wary of Electric Armor, it wasnt as powerful as Dark Aura, but it had several
similarities . Even though mana increased the lifespan of everyone, Donan
still died due to the effects of Dark Aura . . . So, Leon had to be careful with
those skills that boost his physical abilities . Despite all that, it wasnt like he
had any other option . Leon would use Transfer, but only that wasnt enough .
Just like before, the shadowy figure moved a big distance instantly when
Leon met him for the first time . To avoid that kind of power, he would need
lightning reflexes .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

Congratulations! The skill Electric Armor has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Electromancy has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Ugh, it is painful, but eventually Thunder Resistance will level up, and the
pain will decrease . . . probably . Besides, leveling up two skills at the same
time is very convenient . . .

Once Leon deactivated Electric Armor, he saw the burn marks all over his

body . . . It already reached a point where Regeneration alone couldnt help his
body fast enough . . . Even though Regeneration was at a higher level .

No pain, no gain . . .

Although Leon could see his spells becoming faster and stronger, he didnt test
the power of his skills on a real enemy . Most of his spells made the training

field tremble when he was practicing then, but Leon was missing the feeling
of feedback when he attacks someone . So, as a test, he decided to use



Gravity on the guys of the research center . . . the result had been very
satisfactory . Since every one thousand points, the power of Leons magic
power increased by one hundred percent . His Gravity now could stop the

mages of the research in less than a second . In fact, the pressure of his skill
had been so powerful that their legs snapped, and some started to choke .

I guess putting all my points in intelligence was a good choice . . . I should
keep doing this for the time being . The problem is . . . for how long?

Leon couldnt wait to see how powerful the Sword of Light had become, but
he wouldnt find a suitable target on that planet . Besides, if Leon uses such an
attack, the undead trent might feel it and inform its master . . . It was a much
better idea to keep increasing the expectation and then surprise the shadowy
figure with everything he has . In any case, if more than a hundred years have
passed on Earth, then the place was probably already on the second stage of
assimilation . Time was passing on Miebos at the same time on Earth, but it
was hard to know for how long Miebos would stay on that stage . . . that
world was full of mages, after all .

Health: 154 +

Mana: 9432 +

Stamina: 175 +

Strength: 127 +

Dexterity: 88 +



Speed: 250 +

Intelligence: 4915 +

Endurance: 139 +

Control: 320 +

Mentality: 250 +

Luck: 42 +

Recovery: 1201 +

Willpower: 134 +

Coins:206,214,423

Status: 00

Skill List

Active Skills: Spear of Light Lv 220, Sword of Light Lv 363, Thunder
Storm Lv 250, Fire Storm Lv 280, Ice Meteor Lv 330, Aura Blade Lv 340,
Battle Aura Lv 350, Electromancy Lv 71, Electric Armor Lv 61, Summon
Lesser Thunder Spirit Lv 71, Thunder Blessing Lv 71, Electri Rope Lv 30,
Thunder Slash Lv 30, Orb of Magma Lv 30, Fire Slash Lv 30, Ice Slash Lv



30, Earth Slash Lv 30, Sunburn Lv 30, Prison of Fire Lv 30, Prison of Ice
Lv 30, Prison of Earth Lv 30, Earthquake Lv 30, Heat Wave Lv 30, Ice
Fang Lv 30, Fire Fang Lv 30, Earth Fang Lv 30,

Passive Skills: Pain Resistance Lv 75, Rage Lv 107, Swordmanship Lv 76,
Ax Mastery Lv 30, Whip Mastery Lv 30, Sleep Resistance Lv 80, Thunder
Resistance Lv 200, Lions Pride Lv 185,
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After one month of training, Leon felt like it was time to study some other
types of magic instead of offensive ones . Thanks to the presence of the hulky
warriors, the number of physical skills increased, it looked like a good idea to
study them . Still, considering that Leon destroyed his arm in a single punch

against Donan, it was clear that only some evasive skills would be useful .

"Did you guys manage to develop some kind of spell that can make a person
split in two?" Leon asked .

"Is that supposed to be some kind of joke?" Darya frowned . "Of course
not . . . You went to the harvesters' world, right? You didn't find anything
like that there, and you think you will find it here?"

"I think that my luck stat is bugged . . . I spent almost two years there, but I
didn't find a single tome there myself . By the way, how high is your luck?
Mine is forty-two . If I am using a ring, it is eighty-four . "



"I didn't ask . . . " Darya frowned . "Mine is pretty high; it is two hundred
fifty-five . . . while the average on the people of this world is one hundred
and ten . . . my soldiers don't increase their luck because their value is around
that and they obtain plenty of tomes when they hunt . "

Leon nodded, in the end, he was an abnormality in many senses . His luck
wasn't that high, but it didn't make sense for him to be so unlucky… he was

probably cursed or something, and that would explain why the holy sword
was still sealed .

"What about summoning spells," Leon said . "Did you guys made some
progress in that area?"

Sponsored Content
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"No, after you and the harvesters left, we started to explore other planets and
found some runes in several places," Daria explained . "We tried to use those

runes to combine them together, but we didn't learn anything .We hoped that

those runes would help us in that area, but that wasn't the case . "

"Did you guys develop any non-combat spell that could be useful at all?"
Leon asked .

"You talk as if we are a bunch of brutes who enjoy fighting against
monsters . . . " Darya glared at Leon . "We have some spells that fit those

criteria . . . Dense Fog, Sharp Eyes, Sonic Scream . . . "



"Now that I think about it, your grandfather obtained the power to create the
Poison Mist down below, right?" Leon asked .

"Yes . . . we don't have any need for that anymore," Darya answered .
"However, that power was obtained thanks to a relic . . . we can't replicate
such large scale spell yet . "

"I see . . . " Leon nodded . "Well, I guess I should look for the most useful
spells since they seemed to be quite complicated . . . "

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Dense Fog .

Sponsored Content
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Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Sharp Eyes .

Cost: 30 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Sonic Scream .

Sponsored Content
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Cost: 50 mana

Dense Fog was the easiest spell to learn, the fog that appeared was naturally
thicker, and as it levels up, the range of the spell would increase . It was just
a combination of wind and fire, after all .

"Sharp Eyes will help me to increase the distance I can cover using
Transfer . . . but I guess even if it reaches the max level, my eyes won't be
better than a telescope . . . "

It was just a small detail, but Leon only learned Sharp Eyes when he focused
his mana on his pupil . Little by little, his eyesight increased, but Leon only
noticed the difference when it reached level ten . Like other skills, it only
increased the power and efficiency by one percent . However, eventually,
even at that pace, it would reach a very useful point .

Although Sonic Scream couldn't cause a lot of damage, it could stun most
targets . . . as long as it reaches a decent point . Even better, it couldn't be
countered by Mana Armor andMana Shield, even if the target covers his ears,
the sound would be absorbed by their skin .

"What about spells that can stop magic?" Leon asked .



"Why would we research that?" Darya frowned .

In the end, Leon could only shrug . It was a waste of time for the inhabitants
of Miebos to research that kind of thing . . . it was like creating a weapon that
could cause their doom .

"Well, it isn't like a mage wouldn't have counter-measures against that . Even
if I manage to seal his magic powers, it doesn't mean that I can win in a close
combat fight . . . he certainly has a few tricks up his sleeve . "

It was kind of hard learning new techniques when Leon's sole goal was to
return to Earth, and his enemy was probably a ten thousand years old
creature . . . Everything Leon could think of sounded childish against
someone so long-lived . The more Leon thought about it, the more it made
sense that the only way for him to return home was to overpower a being that
probably was considered to be a deity on his own planet . . . it was insane .

"What about a spell that can suck the mana of a target from a safe distance?"
Leon asked .

" . . . We are researching how to drain the mana from monsters," Darya
frowned . "But only someone like you would think of such a convenient trick
could be learned so easily and fast . "

Leon could only nod . He thought that if he alone couldn't learn something in
a few years, a group of people could discover how to replicate that in a few

weeks . . . Regardless, Leon still had some time to see how things would

work out . He didn't know how much time he has, but he had to wait for



some things while he prepares himself . One of them was the massive

telescope made of mithril he asked Darya to build .

After one month of training, Leon felt like it was time to study some other
types of magic instead of offensive ones . Thanks to the presence of the hulky
warriors, the number of physical skills increased, it looked like a good idea to
study them . Still, considering that Leon destroyed his arm in a single punch

against Donan, it was clear that only some evasive skills would be useful .

Did you guys manage to develop some kind of spell that can make a person
split in two? Leon asked .

Is that supposed to be some kind of joke? Darya frowned . Of course not . . .
You went to the harvesters world, right? You didnt find anything like that

there, and you think you will find it here?

I think that my luck stat is bugged . . . I spent almost two years there, but I
didnt find a single tome there myself . By the way, how high is your luck?
Mine is forty-two . If I am using a ring, it is eighty-four .

I didnt ask . . . Darya frowned . Mine is pretty high; it is two hundred
fifty-five . . . while the average on the people of this world is one hundred
and ten . . . my soldiers dont increase their luck because their value is around
that and they obtain plenty of tomes when they hunt .

Leon nodded, in the end, he was an abnormality in many senses . His luck
wasnt that high, but it didnt make sense for him to be so unlucky… he was

probably cursed or something, and that would explain why the holy sword
was still sealed .



What about summoning spells, Leon said . Did you guys made some progress
in that area?

No, after you and the harvesters left, we started to explore other planets and
found some runes in several places, Daria explained . We tried to use those

runes to combine them together, but we didnt learn anything . We hoped that

those runes would help us in that area, but that wasnt the case .

Did you guys develop any non-combat spell that could be useful at all? Leon

asked .

You talk as if we are a bunch of brutes who enjoy fighting against
monsters . . . Darya glared at Leon . We have some spells that fit those

criteria . . . Dense Fog, Sharp Eyes, Sonic Scream . . .

Now that I think about it, your grandfather obtained the power to create the
Poison Mist down below, right? Leon asked .

Yes . . . we dont have any need for that anymore, Darya answered . However,
that power was obtained thanks to a relic . . . we cant replicate such large
scale spell yet .

I see . . . Leon nodded . Well, I guess I should look for the most useful spells
since they seemed to be quite complicated . . .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Dense Fog .

Cost: 50 mana per second



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Sharp Eyes .

Cost: 30 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Sonic Scream .

Cost: 50 mana

Dense Fog was the easiest spell to learn, the fog that appeared was naturally
thicker, and as it levels up, the range of the spell would increase . It was just
a combination of wind and fire, after all .

Sharp Eyes will help me to increase the distance I can cover using
Transfer . . . but I guess even if it reaches the max level, my eyes wont be
better than a telescope . . .

It was just a small detail, but Leon only learned Sharp Eyes when he focused
his mana on his pupil . Little by little, his eyesight increased, but Leon only
noticed the difference when it reached level ten . Like other skills, it only
increased the power and efficiency by one percent . However, eventually,
even at that pace, it would reach a very useful point .

Although Sonic Scream couldnt cause a lot of damage, it could stun most
targets . . . as long as it reaches a decent point . Even better, it couldnt be



countered by Mana Armor andMana Shield, even if the target covers his ears,
the sound would be absorbed by their skin .

What about spells that can stop magic? Leon asked .

Why would we research that? Darya frowned .

In the end, Leon could only shrug . It was a waste of time for the inhabitants
of Miebos to research that kind of thing . . . it was like creating a weapon that
could cause their doom .

Well, it isnt like a mage wouldnt have counter-measures against that . Even if
I manage to seal his magic powers, it doesnt mean that I can win in a close
combat fight . . . he certainly has a few tricks up his sleeve .

It was kind of hard learning new techniques when Leons sole goal was to
return to Earth, and his enemy was probably a ten thousand years old
creature . . . Everything Leon could think of sounded childish against
someone so long-lived . The more Leon thought about it, the more it made
sense that the only way for him to return home was to overpower a being that
probably was considered to be a deity on his own planet . . . it was insane .

What about a spell that can suck the mana of a target from a safe distance?
Leon asked .

. . . We are researching how to drain the mana from monsters, Darya
frowned . But only someone like you would think of such a convenient trick
could be learned so easily and fast .



Leon could only nod . He thought that if he alone couldnt learn something in
a few years, a group of people could discover how to replicate that in a few

weeks . . . Regardless, Leon still had some time to see how things would

work out . He didnt know how much time he has, but he had to wait for some
things while he prepares himself . One of them was the massive telescope

made of mithril he asked Darya to build .
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Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Geyser .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mud Bomb .

Cost: 20 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mud Rain .

Cost: 20 mana per second



You obtained 01 status points .

In the end, Leon had to return and learn new 'offensive' spells . The
researchers managed to find some nice non-combat spells, but Leon didn't
find much use in learning them since his current goal was to defeat the
shadowy figure . Although he had to prepare himself for all possible
situations that may happen during the battle, he more or less had the means to
avoid the worst possible outcome using Sharp Eyes and other spells
combined .

Regardless, based on what Leon knew, the chances of the shadowy figure
having the means to drain elemental attacks were quite high . Even if that
wasn't the case, he was pretty sure that using the element shadow, he could
nullify those attacks greatly . The same probably couldn't apply to Plasma
Bullet and the spells of the light element, but Leon still wanted other tricks .
Things like Acid Sphere would be nice, but the researchers didn't develop
anything like it .

"Using one of my magic bows, I can use Poison Arrow . Acid Sphere will
also help me . . . I wanted to learn more spells of that class, that being said,
I won't have time to level them up . "

Leon actually had time; he just didn't want to train because it was more
efficient learning several easy spells and obtaining some status points by
leveling them up . One month has passed since Leon returned to Miebos, and
even though he was focused on the task of getting stronger, he barely could
endure the weight of his worries and doubts . Was Earth still fine? Were his

friends alive and well? He didn't do much, but he worked to make everyone
work together . . . he was hoping that someone worked hard to keep the
nations helping each other . But that kind of thing was hard to achieve . . .



even before the monsters appeared, only people with power could influence
others to that extent .

"Amanda, Hector, Sasha, Gisela, Lennart, Yuki, and Ren . . . all of them had

the potential to become strong . The rings I gave them should have helped

them with that . . . but I can't help but wonder if they obtained the necessary
strength on time to become influential . . . "

Leon was losing his focus, but it couldn't be helped due to his current
situation . . . Fortunately, he recovered his focus when he found a group of
new spells .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Auxiliary Fire Sword .

Cost: 20 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Auxiliary Ice Sword .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Auxiliary Earth Sword .

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Auxiliary Thunder Sword .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

"We discovered those spells soon after grandfather died . . . " Darya
explained . "When you cast them, the elemental swords stay near you and
attack anything or anyone that wants to attack you . You can cast one more
sword after leveling the skill ten times, the cost of mana will increase,
though . "

That was kind of obvious; it would be weird if he could cast more elemental
swords using the same amount of mana . Regardless, it was very cool to keep
those magic swords floating around Leon, and it was even better than he
didn't have to control them to attack or to protect himself .

"I don't think Multi-Conjuration can cancel the weakness of the spell, but it is
still handy… even I can't summon more than one at a time, but I can cast
several of them one after the other since there is no cooldown time . "

Those spells would help to increase Leon's offensive capabilities; it was
worth leveling them up past level thirty? It was almost impossible to reach a

conclusion… Leon didn't know much about the shadowy figure, after all .

"I wish I could obtain some information first before facing that thing… I

could create a powerful zombie, but I won't be able to see anything unless I
use the purple crystal too . The best option would be the undead trent since
the most powerful monsters are krakens and ancient whales… but they can't



cross the dungeon . Besides, can I turn into a zombie, an undead creature that
is already working for someone else?"

It was very unlikely, even if Leon manages to create a zombie using an
undead trent, the chances of that thing coming back to life under the control
of the shadowy figure were quite high .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Frost Breath .

Cost: 60 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Breath .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Breath .

Cost: 60 per second .

You obtained 01 status points .



"In the end, I'm already taking too many risks fighting against an unknown

being . . . I don't need to take more risks leveling up skills that I don't know
if it will be effective or not . "

Leon decided to put the plans of strengthening the elemental auxiliary swords
aside; those would probably be useful in the future . But instead of using that,
Leon decided to count on 'his' most powerful attack, which was the Sword of
Light, and on his absolute defensive spell, Mana Armor .

"Just to be safe, I guess I should also leave Mind Armor activated . . . "

Although Leon didn't know much about the enemy, he knew that it would be

his end if he ends up falling into an illusion . Unlike against the mermaids,
Leon probably wouldn't escape the illusion of the shadowy figure .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Geyser .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mud Bomb .

Cost: 20 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Mud Rain .



Cost: 20 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

In the end, Leon had to return and learn new offensive spells . The
researchers managed to find some nice non-combat spells, but Leon didnt
find much use in learning them since his current goal was to defeat the
shadowy figure . Although he had to prepare himself for all possible
situations that may happen during the battle, he more or less had the means to
avoid the worst possible outcome using Sharp Eyes and other spells
combined .

Regardless, based on what Leon knew, the chances of the shadowy figure
having the means to drain elemental attacks were quite high . Even if that
wasnt the case, he was pretty sure that using the element shadow, he could
nullify those attacks greatly . The same probably couldnt apply to Plasma
Bullet and the spells of the light element, but Leon still wanted other tricks .
Things like Acid Sphere would be nice, but the researchers didnt develop
anything like it .

Using one of my magic bows, I can use Poison Arrow . Acid Sphere will also
help me . . . I wanted to learn more spells of that class, that being said, I wont
have time to level them up .

Leon actually had time; he just didnt want to train because it was more
efficient learning several easy spells and obtaining some status points by
leveling them up . One month has passed since Leon returned to Miebos, and
even though he was focused on the task of getting stronger, he barely could
endure the weight of his worries and doubts . Was Earth still fine? Were his

friends alive and well? He didnt do much, but he worked to make everyone



work together . . . he was hoping that someone worked hard to keep the
nations helping each other . But that kind of thing was hard to achieve . . .
even before the monsters appeared, only people with power could influence
others to that extent .

Amanda, Hector, Sasha, Gisela, Lennart, Yuki, and Ren . . . all of them had

the potential to become strong . The rings I gave them should have helped

them with that . . . but I cant help but wonder if they obtained the necessary
strength on time to become influential . . .

Leon was losing his focus, but it couldnt be helped due to his current
situation . . . Fortunately, he recovered his focus when he found a group of
new spells .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Auxiliary Fire Sword .

Cost: 20 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Auxiliary Ice Sword .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Auxiliary Earth Sword .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Auxiliary Thunder Sword .

Cost: 30 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

We discovered those spells soon after grandfather died . . . Darya explained .
When you cast them, the elemental swords stay near you and attack anything
or anyone that wants to attack you . You can cast one more sword after
leveling the skill ten times, the cost of mana will increase, though .

That was kind of obvious; it would be weird if he could cast more elemental
swords using the same amount of mana . Regardless, it was very cool to keep
those magic swords floating around Leon, and it was even better than he didnt
have to control them to attack or to protect himself .

I dont think Multi-Conjuration can cancel the weakness of the spell, but it is
still handy… even I cant summon more than one at a time, but I can cast
several of them one after the other since there is no cooldown time .

Those spells would help to increase Leons offensive capabilities; it was worth
leveling them up past level thirty? It was almost impossible to reach a

conclusion… Leon didnt know much about the shadowy figure, after all .

I wish I could obtain some information first before facing that thing… I could
create a powerful zombie, but I wont be able to see anything unless I use the
purple crystal too . The best option would be the undead trent since the most



powerful monsters are krakens and ancient whales… but they cant cross the
dungeon . Besides, can I turn into a zombie, an undead creature that is already
working for someone else?

It was very unlikely, even if Leon manages to create a zombie using an
undead trent, the chances of that thing coming back to life under the control
of the shadowy figure were quite high .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Frost Breath .

Cost: 60 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fire Breath .

Cost: 50 mana per second

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Thunder Breath .

Cost: 60 per second .

You obtained 01 status points .



In the end, Im already taking too many risks fighting against an unknown

being . . . I dont need to take more risks leveling up skills that I dont know if

it will be effective or not .

Leon decided to put the plans of strengthening the elemental auxiliary swords
aside; those would probably be useful in the future . But instead of using that,
Leon decided to count on his most powerful attack, which was the Sword of
Light, and on his absolute defensive spell, Mana Armor .

Just to be safe, I guess I should also leave Mind Armor activated . . .

Although Leon didnt know much about the enemy, he knew that it would be

his end if he ends up falling into an illusion . Unlike against the mermaids,
Leon probably wouldnt escape the illusion of the shadowy figure .
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Almost two months passed since Leon returned to Miebos and started his
training, and it was starting to get hard to learn a new spell every day and

train it . Even though he had Pyromancy, Geomancy, and Electromancy .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Spark Wave .

Cost: 70 mana

You obtained 01 status points .



Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Frost Wave .

Cost: 70 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fiery Rope .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

"I guess it won't be possible to keep that pace and increase my intelligence so
much . . . Since that is the case, I should learn more spells like Plasma
Bullet . "

Leon couldn't level up Sword of Light, so it was better to learn and level up
a more powerful version of Plasma Bullet . The problem was, for how long?
The cost of mana would be huge, and the more time he spends training, the
less mana he will be able to store in Soul Eater .

Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 13254998256



"Maybe I'm a bit too cautious . . . This should be more than enough mana to
deal with a being who lived probably one hundred times longer than me,
right?"

It was impossible to know . . . the fact that the creature had to use one
thousand liches to be summoned and couldn't even could stay for long on
another planet was proof enough that Leon wasn't too careful in any way .
Still, Leon would never feel satisfied with his preparations . Using blue angel
leaves alone, Leon could increase the mana stored on Soul Eater by ten
million points, but he didn't feel satisfied with that . Because he didn't want
to fail . . . and die after struggling so much, would leave him with so many

regrets . . . even after surviving crazy situations time and time again .

"Whatever . . . even if I fail, I won't be able to hear anyone complaint, and as
far as I know, the Amanda, Maya, and everyone else already forgot about
me . . . they probably concluded that I died a long time ago . . . "

In the end, Leon recalled that feeling he had just before he fell on the ocean,
he accepted his death, but tried a little more just in case and bet on his small
chance of survival . After everything Leon experienced in the last nine years,
he wasn't scared of dying . . . he was scared of giving up . He wanted to
return home as soon as possible because it would be useless to return if the
people he cares about were no longer there .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Plasma Arrow .

Cost: 500 managoogletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });



You obtained 01 status points .

It took one week for Leon to learn that spell, the cost was insane, and it would
take a while before it equals Magma Spear in terms of raw power . Although
the effects were powerful, only that wasn't enough .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Transformation has leveled

up .googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Transformation has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

"I don't have time to learn other spells of the same class . . . I will just use this
for a month and use it against the shadowy figure . . . there is no other way .
"

Leon couldn't use such powerful spells on the people of the research center,
so Leon decided to hunt krakens and ancient whales . However, before that,
Leon decided to leave some gifts for Darya . He was thankful for her
assistance and friendship . . . even though she didn't remember him . Giving
her the magic items he didn't use was easy, but it would be meaningless .
Instead, he decided to leave on her office the things he made on Dasaliv when
he thought of her . Unfortunately, it would take a while to finish the telescope
since the researchers didn't have a lot of experience in using mithril, so he
couldn't wait for it .

Mithril Magic Staff (Ice) (+8)



It grants you the skill: Ice Beam Lv 350 . Recovery + 300, Intelligence +
300, Dexterity + 300

Cost: 50 mana per second

Mithril Shield (Wind) (+8)

It grants you the skill:Wind Resistance Lv 320 . Endurance+ 300,Mentality

+ 300, Health + 200

Mithril Helmet (Fire) (+8)

It grants you the skill: Burning Aura Lv 300 . Endurance+ 300, Mentality +
300, Health + 200

Cost: 50 mana per second

"Maybe I should teach her how to use Seal, now that she knows again how to

produce mithril . . . but I wonder if she will accept that, Darya will probably
think that I'm plotting something . . . "

Leon didn't recall giving gifts to friends before the monsters appeared . . . he
only gave gifts to women when he had second intentions . So, he couldn't
help but laugh while he invaded Darya's office in the middle of the night .

Leaving a letter behind would be too uncomfortable, and Leon didn't know
how to write the words that were used on Miebos, anyway . So, he escaped



from dying of embarrassment . After finishing his business, Leon left the
continent using Transfer again and again .

Almost two months passed since Leon returned to Miebos and started his
training, and it was starting to get hard to learn a new spell every day and

train it . Even though he had Pyromancy, Geomancy, and Electromancy .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Spark Wave .

Cost: 70 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Frost Wave .

Cost: 70 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Fiery Rope .

Cost: 50 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

I guess it wont be possible to keep that pace and increase my intelligence so
much . . . Since that is the case, I should learn more spells like Plasma
Bullet .



Leon couldnt level up Sword of Light, so it was better to learn and level up a
more powerful version of Plasma Bullet . The problem was, for how long?
The cost of mana would be huge, and the more time he spends training, the
less mana he will be able to store in Soul Eater .

Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 13254998256

Maybe Im a bit too cautious . . . This should be more than enough mana to
deal with a being who lived probably one hundred times longer than me,
right?

It was impossible to know . . . the fact that the creature had to use one
thousand liches to be summoned and couldnt even could stay for long on
another planet was proof enough that Leon wasnt too careful in any way . Still,
Leon would never feel satisfied with his preparations . Using blue angel
leaves alone, Leon could increase the mana stored on Soul Eater by ten
million points, but he didnt feel satisfied with that . Because he didnt want to
fail . . . and die after struggling so much, would leave him with so many

regrets . . . even after surviving crazy situations time and time again .

Whatever . . . even if I fail, I wont be able to hear anyone complaint, and as
far as I know, the Amanda, Maya, and everyone else already forgot about
me . . . they probably concluded that I died a long time ago . . .



In the end, Leon recalled that feeling he had just before he fell on the ocean,
he accepted his death, but tried a little more just in case and bet on his small
chance of survival . After everything Leon experienced in the last nine years,
he wasnt scared of dying . . . he was scared of giving up . He wanted to return
home as soon as possible because it would be useless to return if the people
he cares about were no longer there .

Congratulations! You have learned the skill: Plasma Arrow .

Cost: 500 mana

You obtained 01 status points .

It took one week for Leon to learn that spell, the cost was insane, and it would
take a while before it equals Magma Spear in terms of raw power . Although
the effects were powerful, only that wasnt enough .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Creation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Creation has leveled up .



You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Wind Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Earth Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fire Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Water Transformation has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

I dont have time to learn other spells of the same class . . . I will just use this
for a month and use it against the shadowy figure . . . there is no other way .

Leon couldnt use such powerful spells on the people of the research center, so
Leon decided to hunt krakens and ancient whales . However, before that,
Leon decided to leave some gifts for Darya . He was thankful for her
assistance and friendship . . . even though she didnt remember him . Giving



her the magic items he didnt use was easy, but it would be meaningless .
Instead, he decided to leave on her office the things he made on Dasaliv when
he thought of her . Unfortunately, it would take a while to finish the telescope
since the researchers didnt have a lot of experience in using mithril, so he
couldnt wait for it .

Mithril Magic Staff (Ice) (+8)

It grants you the skill: Ice Beam Lv 350 . Recovery + 300, Intelligence +
300, Dexterity + 300

Cost: 50 mana per second

Mithril Shield (Wind) (+8)

It grants you the skill:Wind Resistance Lv 320 . Endurance+ 300,Mentality

+ 300, Health + 200

Mithril Helmet (Fire) (+8)

It grants you the skill: Burning Aura Lv 300 . Endurance+ 300, Mentality +
300, Health + 200

Cost: 50 mana per second

Maybe I should teach her how to use Seal, now that she knows again how to

produce mithril . . . but I wonder if she will accept that, Darya will probably
think that Im plotting something . . .



Leon didnt recall giving gifts to friends before the monsters appeared . . . he
only gave gifts to women when he had second intentions . So, he couldnt help
but laugh while he invaded Daryas office in the middle of the night .

Leaving a letter behind would be too uncomfortable, and Leon didnt know
how to write the words that were used on Miebos, anyway . So, he escaped
from dying of embarrassment . After finishing his business, Leon left the
continent using Transfer again and again .

Novel Chapter 368
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Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Leon spent one month to level up Plasma Arrow up to level one hundred,
once the skill reached level fifty, he could one-shot kill krakens and ancient
horned whales . So, Leon was more than satisfied with the power of his new
spell .

Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 16251369741

"I guess this is enough . . . with his much mana, I will be able to use Sword
of Light combined with Fast Conjuration and Multi-Conjuration for more
than one day without stopping . . . I can only hope that this will be enough .
"

Leon decided to take a day off before facing the shadowy figure . Fortunately,
he was quite close to the first island he used alongside Darya and decided to
go there . Any signs of their actions there disappeared . Still, that much was
fine, Leon just decided to lay on the sand and just sleep . Even though Leon's
Mana Armor was active, he still didn't manage to relax . Despite that, no
monster came even close to Leon .

" I guess the monsters can feel my mana and understand that they don't stand
a chance . . . "

In the end, Leon soon got bored . . . it was too late, he had already become a
workaholic . Regardless, Leon headed toward the liches' dungeon . It didn't



take long for him to arrive there, and surprisingly, he wasn't nervous .
However, he got surprised when he saw Darya in front of the dungeon alone .

"What are you doing here?" Leon frowned .

"I'm just doing some inspections," Darya answered . "So, why did you leave
those magic items behind?"

"It was payment for the help," Leon answered . "Well, it was nice to see you
here . "googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-1'); });

"… Aren't you going to enter this dungeon?" Darya asked .

"Nope, I was just passing by," Leon said and then used Transfer .

Leon didn't understand, but that coincidence was a bit strange . So, Leon
decided to hide and wait until Darya leaves, but after several hours, she was
still standing in front of the dungeon .

"What the hell is she doing here?"

Something was off… Still, Leon had no idea why Darya was there . She
didn't show any signs that she recovered her memories, after all . Anyway, it
looked like Leon would spend too much time waiting for her to leave .

"Seriously, what are you doing here?" Leon asked once he returned to the
entrance of the dungeon .



"… I dreamed about this place," Darya answered while looking at the
dungeon .

"I always wondered why I had the skill to summon lesser spirits while others
didn't," Darya said . "Grandfather said that once I decided to explore a
dungeon and found by coincidence, two spirits that were about to die… He

said that I went to that dungeon alone, but I once dreamed that I met two
spirits, and I wasn't alone . "googletag.cmd.push(function()
{ googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-InStory-3'); });

Leon wondered how that was possible . He knew that the spell to erase

memories couldn't be countered, and the lost memories couldn't be
recovered . That kind of magic was useful, but it was so repulsive that Leon
didn't even think once of learning . Killing an enemy on a battle was the result
of several things, it couldn't be helped sometimes, but erasing the memories
of anyone was disgusting beyond reason .

"I don't remember the face of the person, but I think it was you," Darya said .
"In the dream, I couldn't see your face or body clearly, but the shadow used

the same spells you used during some fights against monsters . "

"You are just imagining things…" Leon looked away a bit perplexed .

" . . . Before the death of my grandfather, I also had several dreams where I
was going to the research center," Darya explained . "For some reason, I don't
remember anything inside the research center, but I remember the day where
I stopped going there . . . that day someone pointed a spear at me . . . I
remember that person's voice . It was yours . "



" . . . Aren't you dreaming a bit too much?" Leon gulped . "Considering that
you are forty years old?"

"How did you know how old I am?" Darya asked .

"Well . . . you are the most important person of this world, politically
speaking," Leon said . "That kind of information is common knowledge . . . "

"Only my grandfather and I know how old I am . . . " Darya said . "Right now,
that information is a secret, and I don't plan to reveal to anyone since there
are people much older than me, and they would use my age as an excuse to
take my place . Well . . . it doesn't matter . I just want to confirm if those

dreams are just hallucinations or if they really happened . Look at me in the
eye and tell me if they happened or not . "

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Leon wasn't afraid of dying, but he was quite scared of keeping lying and
acting as if nothing was wrong . Dying was one thing, dying knowing that
you kept lying to someone you cared about was . . . unsettling .

"You don't want to hear the truth," Leon said . "And you won't have any
reason to believe me, anyway . "

"Just answer my question, and I will decide everything by myself," Darya
said . "I don't need to hear your excuses . "

Leon breathed in deeply before he explained everything about what happened
to Darya, and the more she heard, the darker her face became .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Plasma Arrow has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .



Leon spent one month to level up Plasma Arrow up to level one hundred,
once the skill reached level fifty, he could one-shot kill krakens and ancient
horned whales . So, Leon was more than satisfied with the power of his new
spell .

Soul Eater

It drains and stores all the mana of enemy foes .

Mana Stored: 16251369741

I guess this is enough . . . with his much mana, I will be able to use Sword of
Light combined with Fast Conjuration and Multi-Conjuration for more than
one day without stopping . . . I can only hope that this will be enough .

Leon decided to take a day off before facing the shadowy figure . Fortunately,
he was quite close to the first island he used alongside Darya and decided to
go there . Any signs of their actions there disappeared . Still, that much was
fine, Leon just decided to lay on the sand and just sleep . Even though Leons
Mana Armor was active, he still didnt manage to relax . Despite that, no
monster came even close to Leon .

I guess the monsters can feel my mana and understand that they dont stand a
chance . . .

In the end, Leon soon got bored . . . it was too late, he had already become a
workaholic . Regardless, Leon headed toward the liches dungeon . It didnt
take long for him to arrive there, and surprisingly, he wasnt nervous .
However, he got surprised when he saw Darya in front of the dungeon alone .



What are you doing here? Leon frowned .

Im just doing some inspections, Darya answered . So, why did you leave
those magic items behind?

It was payment for the help, Leon answered . Well, it was nice to see you
here .

… Arent you going to enter this dungeon? Darya asked .

Nope, I was just passing by, Leon said and then used Transfer .

Leon didnt understand, but that coincidence was a bit strange . So, Leon
decided to hide and wait until Darya leaves, but after several hours, she was
still standing in front of the dungeon .

What the hell is she doing here?

Something was off… Still, Leon had no idea why Darya was there . She didnt
show any signs that she recovered her memories, after all . Anyway, it looked
like Leon would spend too much time waiting for her to leave .

Seriously, what are you doing here? Leon asked once he returned to the

entrance of the dungeon .

… I dreamed about this place, Darya answered while looking at the dungeon .



I always wondered why I had the skill to summon lesser spirits while others
didnt, Darya said . Grandfather said that once I decided to explore a dungeon
and found by coincidence, two spirits that were about to die… He said that I

went to that dungeon alone, but I once dreamed that I met two spirits, and I
wasnt alone .

Leon wondered how that was possible . He knew that the spell to erase

memories couldnt be countered, and the lost memories couldnt be recovered .
That kind of magic was useful, but it was so repulsive that Leon didnt even
think once of learning . Killing an enemy on a battle was the result of several
things, it couldnt be helped sometimes, but erasing the memories of anyone
was disgusting beyond reason .

I dont remember the face of the person, but I think it was you, Darya said . In
the dream, I couldnt see your face or body clearly, but the shadow used the

same spells you used during some fights against monsters .

You are just imagining things… Leon looked away a bit perplexed .

. . . Before the death of my grandfather, I also had several dreams where I
was going to the research center, Darya explained . For some reason, I dont
remember anything inside the research center, but I remember the day where
I stopped going there . . . that day someone pointed a spear at me . . . I
remember that persons voice . It was yours .

. . . Arent you dreaming a bit too much? Leon gulped . Considering that you
are forty years old?

How did you know how old I am? Darya asked .



Well . . . you are the most important person of this world, politically speaking,
Leon said . That kind of information is common knowledge . . .

Only my grandfather and I know how old I am . . . Darya said . Right now,
that information is a secret, and I dont plan to reveal to anyone since there are
people much older than me, and they would use my age as an excuse to take
my place . Well . . . it doesnt matter . I just want to confirm if those dreams

are just hallucinations or if they really happened . Look at me in the eye and
tell me if they happened or not .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

Congratulations! The skill Fear Resistance has leveled up .

You obtained 01 status points .

. . .

Leon wasnt afraid of dying, but he was quite scared of keeping lying and
acting as if nothing was wrong . Dying was one thing, dying knowing that
you kept lying to someone you cared about was . . . unsettling .



You dont want to hear the truth, Leon said . And you wont have any reason to
believe me, anyway .

Just answer my question, and I will decide everything by myself, Darya
said . I dont need to hear your excuses .

Leon breathed in deeply before he explained everything about what happened
to Darya, and the more she heard, the darker her face became .

Novel Chapter 369
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Leon told Darya everything that happened since the very first moment that
they met . Darya spent the entire time looking to the ground without moving
an inch, in the end, she didn't even flinch when Leon mentioned that Donan
erased her memories . . . many times .

"I see . . . it makes sense," Darya said .

"How so?" Leon asked .

"Grandfather said many things when he was about to die . . . " Darya said .
"I'm sorry . . . he said that many times . He was feeling guilty to the point
where he couldn't even look at me in the eye . He probably also erased the
memories of anyone who knew about my job at the research center . Just to
make sure I would inherit his position one day . . . "



Leon frowned, he couldn't imagine that his beating could have changed
Donan all that much . Maybe if he had some preaching skill or the 'Talk no
Jutsu' from Naruto… but he didn't . It was impossible to know if it was due

to remorse or if it Darya was that capable, but both options were possible .

"Anyway, it looks like you didn't even try to rescue me," Darya said . "You
dislike my company that much, or was I really useless . "

"… I knew that he would erase your memories and treat you well after that,"
Leon said . "Once, I confirmed that there was nothing I could do… you

looked quite happy too . My path would be hard, and I didn't know if I would

succeed or not . So, I decided not to involve you any further . "

"That is true . I was quite happy, but still…" Darya bit her lips . "I can't blame
you… What should I do now? Everything around me is based on lies, and
everything I worked for is based on those lies…"

"Just keep doing your best," Leon said . "It looks like Donan regretted his
actions… until now, you didn't regret assuming his place . So, why should
you abandon everything you worked for in the last ten years?"

"It is so easy to solve a problem when you aren't related to it…" Darya looked
away . "Even if I do that, the doubts in my mind will never disappear… I will

go with you . "

"Ha-ha, very funny…" Leon said . "You aren't going anywhere, much less
with me . I'm going to face a troublesome enemy, and I don't want your
help . "



"I can't stay in this world anymore, but I can't just abandon it either…" Darya
said . "I will kill the thing that threatens my world… this will be the last thing

I will do for this planet . "

"You may think that you remember about this, but the reality is far worse,"
Leon said . "I'm far stronger than you now, and I don't know if I can survive

an encounter with that, much less win . "

"Hah, you are dreaming if you think that I only stayed inside a room giving

orders these last twenty years," Darya said .

"If you can't escape even from this, then you can't even protect yourself from
the monster I'm going to fight," Leon declared . "You can explore other
planets as you wanted before, but I'm not going to let you die by following

me . Unless you want to get stuck on a sphere of steel, you should step back
and think things through . "

"Kuh! Fine! If you don't want to, then I don't want to follow you either,"
Darya looked away, annoyed . "I will follow my own path… now stop using

your Telekinesis . "

It looked like Leon made Darya quite mad . Still, he couldn't back down…
the next battle wouldn't be like the others, so he couldn't risk the life of a
friend . Although she had powerful items, some things couldn't be overcome
by power or skills alone . Besides, Lion���s Pride wouldn't work if Darya
helps him… to keep her safe and to fight with all his power, Leon had to fight
alone .



Before leaving, Darya looked at Leon as if she was furious and disappointed .
Although she wasn't acting like before the moment, her memories were
erased for the last time, that still made Leon feel a bit hurt . Once Darya
disappeared in the distance, Leon let out a long sigh and then calmed down
his nerves . His next battle would take a lot from him, and he couldn't waste
his energy before and due to his apprehension .

After calming down, Leon confirmed that for some reason, there was no lich
nearby . Still… Leon didn't drop his guard and proceeded with caution . After
walking for half an hour, he didn't find anything, only the roots of an ancient
undead trent .

"I don't know if his minions are here, but why he didn't make the boss return?
Probably because this dungeon can't be used both ways like that… Miebos

isn't on the third stage of assimilation, after all . ��

It didn't take long before Leon finally found the boss . As expected, the
creature was sleeping or meditating; it was hard to know . Regardless, Leon
already knew how to deal with that . So he shot several Steel Spears and then
used Thunder Ray to fry the undead trent . Leon was in a hurry, even though
Thunder Ray was powerful enough to prevent the monsters even from
speaking, he also used Flamethrower…

Leon told Darya everything that happened since the very first moment that
they met . Darya spent the entire time looking to the ground without moving
an inch, in the end, she didnt even flinch when Leon mentioned that Donan
erased her memories . . . many times .

I see . . . it makes sense, Darya said .



How so? Leon asked .

Grandfather said many things when he was about to die . . . Darya said . Im
sorry . . . he said that many times . He was feeling guilty to the point where
he couldnt even look at me in the eye . He probably also erased the memories
of anyone who knew about my job at the research center . Just to make sure
I would inherit his position one day . . .

Leon frowned, he couldnt imagine that his beating could have changed Donan
all that much . Maybe if he had some preaching skill or the Talk no Jutsu

from Naruto… but he didnt . It was impossible to know if it was due to

remorse or if it Darya was that capable, but both options were possible .

Anyway, it looks like you didnt even try to rescue me, Darya said . You
dislike my company that much, or was I really useless .

… I knew that he would erase your memories and treat you well after that,
Leon said . Once, I confirmed that there was nothing I could do… you looked

quite happy too .My path would be hard, and I didnt know if I would succeed

or not . So, I decided not to involve you any further .

That is true . I was quite happy, but still… Darya bit her lips . I cant blame
you… What should I do now? Everything around me is based on lies, and
everything I worked for is based on those lies…

Just keep doing your best, Leon said . It looks like Donan regretted his
actions… until now, you didnt regret assuming his place . So, why should
you abandon everything you worked for in the last ten years?



It is so easy to solve a problem when you arent related to it… Darya looked
away . Even if I do that, the doubts in my mind will never disappear… I will

go with you .

Ha-ha, very funny… Leon said . You arent going anywhere, much less with
me . Im going to face a troublesome enemy, and I dont want your help .

I cant stay in this world anymore, but I cant just abandon it either… Darya

said . I will kill the thing that threatens my world… this will be the last thing

I will do for this planet .

You may think that you remember about this, but the reality is far worse,
Leon said . Im far stronger than you now, and I dont know if I can survive an

encounter with that, much less win .

Hah, you are dreaming if you think that I only stayed inside a room giving

orders these last twenty years, Darya said .

If you cant escape even from this, then you cant even protect yourself from
the monster Im going to fight, Leon declared . You can explore other planets
as you wanted before, but Im not going to let you die by following me .
Unless you want to get stuck on a sphere of steel, you should step back and
think things through .

Kuh! Fine! If you dont want to, then I dont want to follow you either, Darya
looked away, annoyed . I will follow my own path… now stop using your

Telekinesis .



It looked like Leon made Darya quite mad . Still, he couldnt back down… the

next battle wouldnt be like the others, so he couldnt risk the life of a friend .
Although she had powerful items, some things couldnt be overcome by power
or skills alone . Besides, Lion���s Pride wouldnt work if Darya helps

him… to keep her safe and to fight with all his power, Leon had to fight
alone .

Before leaving, Darya looked at Leon as if she was furious and disappointed .
Although she wasnt acting like before the moment, her memories were erased
for the last time, that still made Leon feel a bit hurt . Once Darya disappeared
in the distance, Leon let out a long sigh and then calmed down his nerves .
His next battle would take a lot from him, and he couldnt waste his energy
before and due to his apprehension .

After calming down, Leon confirmed that for some reason, there was no lich
nearby . Still… Leon didnt drop his guard and proceeded with caution . After
walking for half an hour, he didnt find anything, only the roots of an ancient
undead trent .

I dont know if his minions are here, but why he didnt make the boss return?
Probably because this dungeon cant be used both ways like that…Miebos isnt
on the third stage of assimilation, after all . ��

It didnt take long before Leon finally found the boss . As expected, the
creature was sleeping or meditating; it was hard to know . Regardless, Leon
already knew how to deal with that . So he shot several Steel Spears and then
used Thunder Ray to fry the undead trent . Leon was in a hurry, even though
Thunder Ray was powerful enough to prevent the monsters even from
speaking, he also used Flamethrower…
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Although the undead trent had a lot of health, it didn't last long while being
damaged by Leon's attacks . The combination of Flamethrower and Thunder
Ray turned the monster into charcoal in a matter of seconds… like always, the
beast didn't drop anything .

Leon approached the crystal, but then hesitated a little bit . The other side of
the crystal was another world, and the world as a whole was the enemy
territory . Leon managed to defeat the angels and harvesters using a few tricks

and thanks to the unexpected power of plasma . However, he still wasn't sure
if any of those would be helpful against a being that was another level above
his previous enemies .

Although he was already ready, Leon checked his gear one more time . On
his head he had his sturdy helmet, Leon doubted that it would be useful
elementally speaking, at least it would increase his defense . On his back,
Leon had the aquatic mithril guard, and inside of it, it was a soul eater .
Unless the enemy destroys the shield, he wouldn't see why Leon's mana
wasn't decreasing past a certain level .

On his left hand, Leon had the ice fury, his best magic staff . Although he
didn't plan on using Ice Meteor, the status bonuses would be useful . Finally,
on his right hand, there was the holy sword he got fromMalahk… the weapon

Leon intended to use to defeat the monster . Leon breathed deeply again to
calm his nerves, and then suddenly, he touched the crystal .



The next moment, Leon appeared on the other side . He hopes to analyze the
terrain as fast as possible and also locate his target before he is attacked… but
he didn't see anything .
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"What the…"

Leon felt like his eyes were closed, that was the only explanation, but after
blinking several times, he confirmed that wasn't the case . He stomped on the
ground and confirmed that there was land under him . . . it was hard to be
sure, but it looked like he was on an arid area since, by the sound, Leon
concluded that he was in a desertic area .

"You have come…" The shadowy figure said . "You have guts, boy… you

could have become a very useful minion…"

Instead of answering, Leon used Sword of Light toward the direction the
voice came from . Even though seventeen beams of light flew toward that

direction, Leon didn't hear anything being hit by it… Even though such an

attack was supposed to illuminate the place, it didn't dispel the shadows even
a bit .

"The hell is going on…"
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Leon created a Fireball, but again… nothing happened . Leon could see the
Fireball, but he couldn't see anything being illuminated by it . Come to think
of it, Leon couldn't feel any presence nearby either… the voice of the

shadowy figure was close, but at the same time, the creature wasn't .

"You have made nice preparations…" The shadowy figure said . "You even
managed to obtain a Soul Eater… Still, it is too early for you…"

"You are brave, boy���" The shadowy figure laughed . "This wouldn't be
a fight… I can see that you won't become my minion, but it is too soon for
you to become an enemy . Killing you here would be too easy, and I wouldn't
obtain anything from it . "

"I see, you want a good fight, huh?" Leon asked . "So, what are you going to
do? I think it would be very convenient for you if I return to Earth, I would
have plenty of time to get stronger there thanks to time dilation . "
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"Hahaha, nice try, boy," The shadowy figure laughed . "Giving you time
wouldn't be enough to make you stronger . You need to feel true despair to
become strong enough to entertain me… you will soon learn that one year in
hell will make you much stronger than one thousand years on Earth . "



"… Come on, man… let's fight," Leon said, nervously .

Before Leon could keep taunting the shadowy figure, he felt his equipment
being pulled by something . It was Telekinesis, and he couldn't counter even
when he used his own Telekinesis and Electric Armor… Leon lost every
single of his items, even his magic box, and Soul Eater . His struggle didn't
last even a second… Leon felt powerless like a newborn baby .

"You have got to be kidding me…"

Before Leon could notice, he had been teleported to another place . If he
couldn't see the things on the shadowy figure world, Leon now could see

things way too well . At first, Leon thought that he was seeing an illusion
since everything around him was red or orange, but the crazy heat and
stagnated air proved that he wasn't wrong .

"The hell is this…"

Leon was inside a cave, and below him, he could see a river of magma . Leon
didn't know how, but the rocks and walls around absorbed so much heat that
they were also emitting heat and make Leon feel as if he was indeed in hell .
Leon looked around and found a single path leading to his front, on his back,
he only saw a dead-end .

"Son of… a bitch…" Leon coughs incessantly . "Did that bastard really
teleport me to hell?"

It was difficult to know if the creature used a figure of speech or not, all that
Leon knew was that he was in a hellish hot place . Before he could even start



to move, three creatures left the river of magma and flew toward him . They
were pretty fast and had humanoid shapes… more important than that, they
were made of magma . Leon tried to stop them using Ice Beam, but his spell
had become a lot weaker than he recalled… it was because he lost all his
items .

"Shit… I lost my items, and even the environment is decreasing the power of
ice spells…"

Although the undead trent had a lot of health, it didnt last long while being
damaged by Leons attacks . The combination of Flamethrower and Thunder
Ray turned the monster into charcoal in a matter of seconds… like always, the
beast didnt drop anything .

Leon approached the crystal, but then hesitated a little bit . The other side of
the crystal was another world, and the world as a whole was the enemy
territory . Leon managed to defeat the angels and harvesters using a few tricks

and thanks to the unexpected power of plasma . However, he still wasnt sure
if any of those would be helpful against a being that was another level above
his previous enemies .

Although he was already ready, Leon checked his gear one more time . On
his head he had his sturdy helmet, Leon doubted that it would be useful
elementally speaking, at least it would increase his defense . On his back,
Leon had the aquatic mithril guard, and inside of it, it was a soul eater .
Unless the enemy destroys the shield, he wouldnt see why Leons mana wasnt
decreasing past a certain level .

On his left hand, Leon had the ice fury, his best magic staff . Although he
didnt plan on using Ice Meteor, the status bonuses would be useful . Finally,



on his right hand, there was the holy sword he got fromMalahk… the weapon

Leon intended to use to defeat the monster . Leon breathed deeply again to
calm his nerves, and then suddenly, he touched the crystal .

The next moment, Leon appeared on the other side . He hopes to analyze the
terrain as fast as possible and also locate his target before he is attacked… but
he didnt see anything .

What the…

Leon felt like his eyes were closed, that was the only explanation, but after
blinking several times, he confirmed that wasnt the case . He stomped on the
ground and confirmed that there was land under him . . . it was hard to be
sure, but it looked like he was on an arid area since, by the sound, Leon
concluded that he was in a desertic area .

You have come… The shadowy figure said . You have guts, boy… you could

have become a very useful minion…

Instead of answering, Leon used Sword of Light toward the direction the
voice came from . Even though seventeen beams of light flew toward that

direction, Leon didnt hear anything being hit by it… Even though such an

attack was supposed to illuminate the place, it didnt dispel the shadows even
a bit .

The hell is going on…

Leon created a Fireball, but again… nothing happened . Leon could see the
Fireball, but he couldnt see anything being illuminated by it . Come to think



of it, Leon couldnt feel any presence nearby either… the voice of the

shadowy figure was close, but at the same time, the creature wasnt .

You have made nice preparations… The shadowy figure said . You even
managed to obtain a Soul Eater… Still, it is too early for you…

You are brave, boy��� The shadowy figure laughed . This wouldnt be a
fight… I can see that you wont become my minion, but it is too soon for you
to become an enemy . Killing you here would be too easy, and I wouldnt
obtain anything from it .

I see, you want a good fight, huh? Leon asked . So, what are you going to do?
I think it would be very convenient for you if I return to Earth, I would have
plenty of time to get stronger there thanks to time dilation .

Hahaha, nice try, boy, The shadowy figure laughed . Giving you time
wouldnt be enough to make you stronger . You need to feel true despair to
become strong enough to entertain me… you will soon learn that one year in
hell will make you much stronger than one thousand years on Earth .

… Come on, man… lets fight, Leon said, nervously .

Before Leon could keep taunting the shadowy figure, he felt his equipment
being pulled by something . It was Telekinesis, and he couldnt counter even
when he used his own Telekinesis and Electric Armor… Leon lost every
single of his items, even his magic box, and Soul Eater . His struggle didnt
last even a second… Leon felt powerless like a newborn baby .

You have got to be kidding me…



Before Leon could notice, he had been teleported to another place . If he
couldnt see the things on the shadowy figure world, Leon now could see

things way too well . At first, Leon thought that he was seeing an illusion
since everything around him was red or orange, but the crazy heat and
stagnated air proved that he wasnt wrong .

The hell is this…

Leon was inside a cave, and below him, he could see a river of magma . Leon
didnt know how, but the rocks and walls around absorbed so much heat that
they were also emitting heat and make Leon feel as if he was indeed in hell .
Leon looked around and found a single path leading to his front, on his back,
he only saw a dead-end .

Son of… a bitch… Leon coughs incessantly . Did that bastard really teleport
me to hell?

It was difficult to know if the creature used a figure of speech or not, all that
Leon knew was that he was in a hellish hot place . Before he could even start
to move, three creatures left the river of magma and flew toward him . They
were pretty fast and had humanoid shapes… more important than that, they
were made of magma . Leon tried to stop them using Ice Beam, but his spell
had become a lot weaker than he recalled… it was because he lost all his
items .

Shit… I lost my items, and even the environment is decreasing the power of
ice spells…
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